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1. Introduction 

For the calculations of average field 
and flutter, NEU and 'HERNER1) have used 
conforma.l tre.nsformations to set up emperi
cal formulae. When valley gap is twice the 
hill gap, it was interesting to observe a 
very exact analysis. The present method is 
based on the same idea end gives rise to a 
cubic euqation, from which the expression 

for B~(t',e) has been obtained. This, in 
turn, gives rise to subsequent expressions 
for determi ni ng the design parameters, <B), 
F, V t , V ~ and sector geometry. The 
parameters thus computed have been compared 
with those obtained from emperically estab
lished formulae. Moreover, the fringing 
field effects due to outer edge have also 
been incorporated. The analysis and the 
results are presented here in the following 
sections. 

2. The Procedure 

The method is based on the assumption 
that the permeability of the iron is 
infinite. Hence the geometrical surface of 
the pole serves as equipotential surface. 
The scaler magnetostatic potential V, 
satisfies the Leplace equation. 
d2. V I av I d7..v a2.v _ 
dt2 + t 'it + "F1. de2. + ae'l. -0 

Along constant rand constRnt e this 
equation can be separated in two, 
2-dimensional equations. 

2. 2. 
a v +~ -0 s-r6 ---------------(1) 
052. d~2. - ) -

elv a2.y_ 
at2. + d.e2. - 0) r_oo - - - - - - - - - - - - -(2.) 

Equation (1) can be rewritten as 

dV ;/l-v- x=s 
ax.z. + a'J2. - 0, 'i =-c- - - - -- - - - - - - - - --(:5) 

Along a radius, the pole contour from the 
middle of the hill to the middle of immedi
ate valley has been picturised in figure 1 •. 

2-')) Then through two conformal transformation~ 
the 2D-Laplace equation are solved to 
analyse the potential and hence the fields. 
We get the conformal transformations as 
follows, 
d:e _ A 1 
dw - (w-o) (w-lf"'2.(w-a) ~ 
dx.. _ B1 
dw -W-
X= j~o l.o~w +Vo 

:~ 
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Fie.1: ~ransforrnations in different 
planes. 

where g is the hill gap, h is the valley gap 

H = A /~ , A I =- -~/2.lT, <l =- ~2. ' B i = i. ~o 
By introducing 

Q, = ( ~=~ ) \;2. 
we find the vertical component of field in 
the median plane, 

By (x, ':J ::. 0) = I d XI ch I 
By (x,,} =0) =- Bo/~ 

where Bo is maximum hill filed given by 

E>o - 2.Vo. - ~ 

set up, 
For median plane we 

Z.X + i.o:. !il..oqH+~_ 1. /_ 9..+1 ---------(4) 
~ 1T d !-I-a.. 1T -1 a-I 

where 1 < Q < H 

For H=2, equation (4) gives rise to a cubic 
equation. 

B3_ .! B~ B+ Ta.1? h. elf ta) B~ ::: 0 
4- '1 4 

where B.e-('r,e,oC::'O)::: By(x.~y=O)-::.B 

of which the following is the phySically 
acceptable solution. 

B-c (r,Q) =-Bo fOs( ~C05IeTa.nh '11';9)+2.'0/3)]-- ---(5) 
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Equation (~) wouJrl netermine the azimuthal 
field variation, for H=2 machines, from 
Middle of the hill to the middle of the 
immediate velle~. 

3. Cyclotron Parameters 

All the design parameters of the 
sector mB.gnet viz .<6>, I=' ,V~, Yy, k (t) etc. 
can analyticall~ be obtained from equatic 1 

( '5 ) • 

(a) Average Magnetic Field: The integration 
of equation (')) yields<e.) as given 
below. 

<6) = 3:1&0 [Loq (4 Sil"?· X 2.- 3.5i.n2. X 2. Co3ec2.x(1) 
2.1T2.f if 

-lAJ (45il12.X2--3)J -- - - - - - ----(6) 
where 

X-i :=. ~ Cos-I(Tank(1T;~h»)+ 2."0/3, 

91 =19\-1, e2. =-;g:+9H, i:=.i,2.. 
gH is t.he half angular width of sectors, N 

is the number of sectors. 

(b) Flutter: The exact formulae for flutter 
can be had as follcws. 

2. 
r _< 5 2 0.,6» i 
r~)_ - . 

<B2- 0·,8»2-
where 2-

<B 2.(.,..a»::.350~[.lleS TQJ] X 2/2. _1. * 
~ I 1T2.,. [4 Tan)(l/2. 1Z-

~~ Tan 3~zlz. J ---------(7) 
Tan 3X-l/2 

(c) Sector Geometry: Conversely, the desired 
width of sectors for the given field 
profile can also be calculated bv 
solving the equation (6). This equation 
for the desired < B> profile would. 
reflect the implicit dependence of\gH\ 
over r. Fewton Bisection method has 
been ~mployed to solve the equation. 
mhe contours of the sectors can be 
obtaineo for any desired ~o(..,.). spiral 
angle variation, ' 

TdYl ~i (r) ::. Tan 1"0(t-)-leHI 
Tan ~2. Cr) = Tan ~o('t)+ IgHI 

where ~o cry is chosen for the required 

))2 <. r). 
4. Fringing Field Effects 

So far, the anal~sis has assumed that 
the radii of the sectors are infinite in 
extent. The finiteness of the dimensions 
of the sectors modifies the field in the 
outer region. Figure 2 represents the pole 
shape of the outer edge. The resultant 
transformations for this can be written as 

l = ! [jW+l-~ Let [(~+~Yz+li] 

X=_ iV0 l...0t w 
1T 

n 
, , 

\ 
I ± 

-\ 0 

Fig.2: ~ransformations for outer 
ooundary. 

These transformations subsequentl:! give 

fH Cr) -lQn h. f_1 - - "IT Ct- 1-0) J -----. ----(8) 
- L+H(t) ~ 

where Yo is the max. cyclotron radius, 

fHCr) is dimensionsless factor accounting for 
field fringing in hill region at the outer 
edge. In equation (8), if g is replaced by 
h, we obtain J v6"1, the field fringing 
factor for Valley. This implicit equation 
has been solved by NEWTON BISECTION method. 
The field distribution function of equation 
('5) gets modified as; 

e
r 
(r ,9)=--[ O'">[C:05( ~ Cos-ICTal'1h 1T;9 )+2.~) Je>o - -(9) 

where 
(' +\-ICI-) r 90 ~ e ~ €H 

1"C"to) = -;-o.ol 
~v(~) eO < e ~G2. 

The modified expression for average field 
would be written as; 

(5) =- ~1T~~ & Hey) [ lut C4 Sitl2Xo -3~J-~o CcJsei-x i) 

-l.tJ3 (4- silXo-3)] + {yCr) [Le?~$i; x.:L 

-3 $i n'l.X 2. Co.se.?-xo )-~1(4"Hh(2.1-3)~.- - .(iO) 

where . 
Xi = ~ CoS-I(TanJt 11; Idt) + 2.11/3 , 

eo :::: 0 , 61 =.GH,e2.=%+9~/i.=o,i,Z.. 

Similarly the fHCt) and tv (y) factors 
would modif~ flutter also. 

'5. Comparison 

The emperical formulae derived by NEU 
and WEHNER for the case H=2, are quoted 
below. 1./ 

(B) = r;.O[i+ (0+ .22.<3I~)J? F -:: +;2, 

f =CI~O)[2.S(I-cS)-.4l(ntt···- _ ... --(11) 

S::. r+ .2-387~, r = 31eHljrr 
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According to these authors these formulae 
a.re valid for l'" > 153/2 Tr • For the chosen 

geometry,<e:,').,F.· have been calculated by 
using e~uat{on (12). The figure 3 displays 
these results by dotted lines. And the 
results based on our method, are represented 
by solid lines. Both the results should be 
compared after 38 cm radius. The maximum 
deviations have bep.n found to be less than 
H. 
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Fig.3: Comperison of results. 

6. Application 

This method has been used to deSign 
the sector geo~etry for the Medical Cyclo
tron Facility6). The configuration of 
sectors has been optimised in such a way 
that it meets the requirements of 30 MeV 
proton, 7.5 MeV deuteron and 1'.) MeV alpha 
particles, by exerting minimum load on the 
trim coils. Figure 4 shows the requirements 
of field profiles. 
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Fig.4: Magnetic field profiles. 

The field profile represented by the middle 
curve has been chosen as the optimum curve 
for the deSign of the sectors. Figure '.) 
shows the computed profile of these sectors 

and in figure 6 is shown the plots of B(r,e) 
for various radii, for the above mentioned 
geometry. 
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Fig.S: The sector geom etry for the 
medical cyc l otr on f acili ty. 
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Fi g.6 : Azimuthal ~agnetic field for 
various radii. 
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